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Introduction
The idea of Kotlin was established at JetBrains in 2010. At that time JetBrains was an
established vendor of development tools for many languages, including Java, C#,
JavaScript, Python, Ruby, and PHP. The experience of building the tooling for such a
diverse set of languages provided them a unique understanding of and perspective on
the language design space as a whole. Many syntax of Kotlin sound familiar to people
who worked with any of these languages.
As claimed, it is a new programming language targeting the Java platform. Kotlin is
concise, safe, pragmatic, and focused on interoperability with Java code.

Purpose
This document provides a quick starter in the world of programming with Kotlin.
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Key features in Kotlin are:
Statically typed
Functional and Object Oriented
Safe
Concise
Immutable references and objects (val)
Concise DSL
Easy build patterns

It catches certain exceptions at compile time which avoids some unexpected behaviors
at runtime. For example exceptions like:
▪
▪

NullPointerException
ClassCastException
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See how Kotlin and java compilers come to the same point below

Some of the statements from Java are considered expression in Kotlin. This helps in
terms of conciseness and brevity. For example, if as expression, we can bypass some
verbosity like return

Other control statements which are treated expression
▪
▪
▪
▪

when
throw
try
return

Basic Syntax
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

String template i.e we can use a variable inside the double quote: println("Hello,
$name!")
Multiline String using """ to created formatted string
Access properties using property syntax instead of getter and setter i.e
person.name
val for immutable properties and var for mutable properties
Being able to have multiple classes, top level functions and properties in one
file
Enum uses the class keyword unlike java and can have properties and functions
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▪

when instead of switch with difference that when can accept not just literals but
also objects.

Functions and Class
Functions
Basic function syntax shown below. Pay attention that we don't put var or val in front
of function parameters. See the parameter type and function return type.

As simplified version of the above function, expression function could be as follows

Functions can have default arguments as shown, which makes it optional when calling
a function. This feature arises the concept of named arguments when there are multiple
arguments with default values. Check for an example in Kotlin docs.

Variables
To declare variables we use either val or var for immutable and mutable types
respectively. By default strive for val.

Classes
Important keywords used when dealing with classes and hierarchies are
▪
▪

Open
Sealed
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▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Inner
Data
Public
Final
Object
Companion

Basic class declaration with a primary constructor:

Just like java, Kotlin can have primary and secondary constructors. In most cases, since Kotlin
supports default arguments in primary construction (which itself is a function), we won't need
multiple constructors. The above example has one primary constructor with one immutable
property of type String.

Properties
For the above Person class, compiler will generate a getter (for val only getter). For this
property and a call "person.name" will invoke the getter. One could also declare a custom
getter as in the following example:

For a var, one gets both getter and setter by the compiler and both can be customized if
needed.

By default a Kotlin class is public and final (not intended for extension through
inheritance).
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Special classes
Data class in Kotlin represents a value object. Just by declaring this, one get equals()
and hashCode() methods implemented for both the properties. In java, this would
require us to override these two methods explicitly to make them value object and
comparable.

Similarly a singleton object (just one instance of it for the whole application) can be
implemented as follows

The object keyword basically combines both the class declaration and single instance
(INSTANCE) instantiation.

Classes in Kotlin can’t have static members; Java’s static keyword isn’t part of the
Kotlin language. For such use case we either use top-level or package-level functions.
However top level functions don't have access to private members of the class.
Therefore, we have another object declaration called companion object.

Companion object like a class, can have name, implement interfaces, have extension
functions and properties.
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Objects can also be used for declaring anonymous objects. There are used in places
where a functional interface is expected in java.

Programming with Lambda
Lambda expressions, or simply lambdas, are essentially small chunks of code that can
be passed to other functions.

Equivalent of the above could be also written using member reference

Unlike Java, lambada can access variables in scope and are referred as captured
variables. Final variables are stored with lambda, non-final ones are wrapped in special
wrapper and the reference stored with lambda.
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Collections functional API
This API makes extensive use of lambda. Example operations :
map
filter
“all”, “any”, “count”, and “find”: applying a predicate to a collection
groupBy
flatMap

As an example see below.

Let's look at flatMap as a second example.It does two things: at first it transforms (or
maps) each element to a collection according to the function given as an argument,
and then it combines (or flattens) several lists into one.

The examples for others functions can be found on Kotlin Documentation. These are
very useful tools when working with collections.
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Eagerly vs Lazily operations

Operations using map and filter on collection are done eagerly as in examples above.
These functions create intermediate collections eagerly and stored temporarily.
Sequences give you an alternative way to perform such computations that avoids the
creation of intermediate temporary objects (lazily). Performance for a large number of
elements will be noticeably better.

Operations on a sequence are divided into two categories: intermediate and terminal.
Terminal operation is needed in order to start the calculation. In the above example,
.toList() is terminal operation. When the operation is sequential, the order is important
when it comes optimization.

Applying filter first helps to reduce the total number of transformations.
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Lambda with receivers: with and apply

with function converts its first argument into a receiver of the lambda that’s passed as
a second argument

The apply function works almost exactly the same as with; the only difference is that
apply always returns the object passed to it as an argument

As it can be seen, both these library functions helps in avoiding repeating oneself.

Kotlin Type System
Safe call operator: “?.”: combine a null check and a method call into a single operation
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Elvis operator: “?:” To provide default values instead of null

Not-null assertions: “!!”: You tell the compiler that I am sure it is null

The “let” function: pass a nullable to a non-nullable function arg. It turns the object on
which it is called into a lambda parameter. If you combine it with the safe call syntax,
it effectively converts an object of a nullable type on which you call let into a non-null
type

Some refactoring examples
Original
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First refactored version

Second refactored version

Initial code

Refactored with the help of Kotlin syntax
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Contact
For questions please do not hesitate to contact us:

Ingo Feulner
Managing Director ENGINEERING
ingo.feulner@eng-its.de
M: 0172 865 3049

Follow us on social media:

@engineering_its
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